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In 2019, an Indian man named Raphael Samuel was planning to sue his parents for 

giving birth to him without his consent.1 Samuel believed it was wrong to bring children 

into the world and subject them to a lifetime of suffering. 

A similar premise is depicted in a 2018 Lebanese movie directed by Nadine Labaki, 

where a 12-year-old child from the slums of Beirut intends to sue his parent.2 The boy is 

brought before a court, having decided to take legal action against his mother and father. 

When asked why he wants to sue his parents, the boy answers: "because you had me". 

Antinatalism – as the view is called – is an emerging philosophy and practice that 

challenges pronatalism, the prevailing approach in reproductive matters. According to 

antinatalism, it is morally wrong to have children. There have been different 

justifications for antinatalism. Some argue that we should not produce sentient lives 
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because they are all bad,3 some claim we should not produce lives that can be bad,4 and 

some assert that we should not create lives without the permission of those produced.5 

Yet, others contend that we should use the funds and resources to improve the well-

being of existing people.6 Discussions on antinatalism continue7, and further applications 

are being raised and analyzed.8 

Little attention has been given to the notion that by adopting antinatalism through 

voluntary human extinction all of humanity’s problems could be solved. Severe problems 

such as climate change would find a resolution if humans ceased to exist, thus 

eliminating environmental destruction. It appears clear that numerous problems 

plaguing humanity – such as wars, famine, crime, discrimination, and cruel treatment of 

animals, to name a few – would vanish if humans would not exist. The adoption of 

antinatalism would, therefore, truly solve ‘everything’. 

If antinatalism were universally adopted, it could potentially resolve problems on a 

global scale, thus solving the problems ‘everywhere’. But it would not result in an 

immediate and simultaneous resolution due to the challenge posed by the last 

generation. Thus it would not solve the problems ‘all at once’. Human beings rely on one 
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another, and the present generations are, to some extent, dependent on the next 

generations. Our children and grandchildren will pay for our pensions and retirement. 

The younger population will care for the elderly until they themselves grow old, 

requiring a new generation to care for them. 

Some hold optimism that technological advancements will eventually provide the elderly 

with satisfactory lives without requiring the assistance of the younger generation. Care 

robots and other technological innovations are sometimes celebrated as substitutes for 

humans and human care9, suggesting that technological optimism can address the 

diverse challenges in caregiving. However, technology cannot eradicate loneliness, as it 

is incapable of substituting for genuine human interaction.10 

Nevertheless, some also contend that life lacks meaning without children. These people 

pass the existential crisis onto their offspring, who then must procreate in order to avoid 

the same emptiness lurking inside that led their parents to have children in the first place. 

Life, thus, bears a resemblance to a pyramid scheme, where new participants work for 

the well-being of the previous ‘victims’ of the scheme, creating a vicious circle where 

new people must be ‘recruited’ to benefit those already within the system. The game only 

exists as long as new players join, and the scheme ultimately ends badly for the 

latecomers, because it is not possible to recruit new members indefinitely. Nonetheless, 

there isn’t a finite maximum of potential humans to exist. Consequently, it seems that 

the pyramid scheme of life will likely go on approaching infinity, postponing the final 

suffering of the last generation by always creating the next generation. As one generation 

replaces another, suffering persists. In the meantime, humanity also inflicts suffering 

upon other species through direct killing and indirect environmental degradation. 

Imagine a non-human species that would cause as much damage to its own members 

and the members of other species as humans do. Many would think it would be wrong to 

breed new members of that species and, surely, we should do anything to stop such 

species from procreating. Why should we act differently when the destructive species is 
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our own?11 Perhaps we should do what Rust Cohle, a fictional character in the hit TV 

show True Detective suggested: “The honorable thing for our species to do is deny our 

programming. Stop reproducing. Walk hand in hand into extinction, one last midnight. 

Brothers and sisters opting out of a raw deal.”12 

Having said that, would antinatalism solve the problems too drastically – would the 

victory be Pyrrhic? Is it truly a victory if no one is there to enjoy it? When people discuss 

putting an end to reproduction, they usually talk about ending some, not all, 

reproduction. The correct name for their view could, of course, be selective or eugenic 

pronatalism, but the concept of antinatalism has also been connected with the idea of 

population control they are after. 

Paul R. Ehrlich, the author of The Population Bomb (1968) and ardent champion of 

contraception and lower birthrates, made clear his alliance to the qualified view in an 

antinatalist podcast.13 According to him, as well as many others, the goal should be to 

have fewer people but so that they could then have good and meaningful lives. 

Interestingly, however, when Ehrlich was pressed further, he admitted that if future 

people cannot be guaranteed decent lives, it might be best not to bring them into 

existence at all. Thus, the issue seems to hang on a factual – albeit also evaluative – 

premise.14 If human or sentient or all lives are bad, then there is nothing Pyrrhic about 

the unqualified antinatalist victory. 

According to antinatalists, the prohibition against causing harm to existing individuals 

prevents us from resorting to violence, as death is harmful. However, non-existent 

cannot be harmed by not being brought into existence, therefore not having children 
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harms no one. Thus there is a crucial moral difference between ending humanity by 

means of killing and by means of non-procreation. The former approach is wrong, but 

the latter is preferable. Nonetheless, embracing antinatalism might seem too far-fetched 

objective for many; some think the best argument should not always win.15 Some people 

might even mourn the prospect of human extinction. Yet, even that sorrow serves as 

another illustration of the suffering that could be alleviated by adopting antinatalism. 

Until people are convinced that antinatalism would solve everything and everywhere, 

perhaps a reasonable thing to do is to create fewer people but with the best possible 

lives?16 
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